
IB HL Biology I Summer Assignment

Hello Future IB Biology Class,

We will begin our year investigating lab design and graph analysis. This course is rigorous, interesting,

and full of scientific inquiry. Your success in HL Biology is dependent upon your study habits. The most

successful students are proactive independent learners. Please expect to have 2- 5 hours of work outside

of class per week.

For this summer please complete the following tasks:

1. Email me and introduce yourself: David.Krebs@knoxschools.org

2. Design an experiment and carry it out. Recommend that you begin by June 1. Below I introduce

an experiment as if it is from seed – but you may choose anything

Assignment overview: This is an open inquiry experiment. So, you may investigate any topic that you are

curious about. Be sure to include the following: (1)One dependent variable, (2) One independent

variable, (3) Four experimental groups & one control group, (4) Record both quantitative and qualitative

data digitally or via notebook. Do not procrastinate. It will take 1-2 weeks for the seed to germinate.

Note: Not all seeds will germinate so you might want to sow more than one.

Please follow the guided note catcher on the next page to assist you along the scientific process. The last
two pages of the documents are examples that you can reference. The project is split into three phases.
Be sure to have each phase complete on the first day of school.

Email: David.Krebs@knoxschools.org

Due date: First Day of School!
Assignment should be completed in your notebook. NO LATE ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE ACCEPTED

Let’s see what you can come up with!
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Phase 1: Design. Draw this table in your notebook or create it digitally!

Investigation Brainstorm
Make a list of all your investigation ideas.

Investigation Questions
List all questions that arise as
you begin the experimental
process. Continue to add
questions to this section
throughout your investigation.

Research and elaborate on idea
1. Choose one of your investigation ideas.
2. Complete the design table below.

Design
1. State the investigation that you will carry out (meaning you will have to choose one

from the three that you narrowed down from your research).
2. State your variables in a chart like this:

Independent variable

Dependent variable for
Quantitative data

Dependent variable for Qualitative data
(you can choose more than one thing to
note)
Examples: You may observe that during
the investigation the plant looks
unhealthy, smells, moves towards the
light, etc.)

Control
group

Experimental
group # 1

Experimental
group # 2

Experimen
tal group #
3

Experimental group # 4

3. List materials you will need.
4. Make a step-by-step plan for how you will carry out your investigation.
5. Draw a sketch of the experiment. Annotate your sketch by labeling what you have

illustrated providing more detail to accompany the visual.



Phase 2: Background information. Example for Plant investigation.

What do you wonder about how plants grow and live?
Generate 3 or more specific questions that you have regarding how plants grow or live.
Ex: how do plants transport water, why are plants green, why and how do they bend towards light?
Write a scientific background.
The scientific background will include an introduction to your experiment and general information
pertaining to plant biology. The general information will be derived from the questions generated
above. Therefore, be sure to answer each of the questions that were stated above and elaborate on
them in detail. This should be about one page long (or so). Demystify the science behind how plants
transport water, nutrients, and bend towards light… whatever aligns best with your research
question!
State a hypothesis
A hypothesis should be: "If _____[I do this] _____, then _____[this ]_____ will happen
because…”
Your hypothesis should be followed with an explanation for why you believe this.

Phase 3: Conduct the investigation. Record your data in your notebook (this may take two months or

two days- it depends on your study!)

Make two raw data tables to record all your (1) Quantitative data and (2) Qualitative data

Grading Rubric

Category Strong 20-15pts Medium 14-9 pts Low  8- 3 pts
Design Thoroughly complete Complete- lacks detail Missing 2 + items
Background info Thoroughly complete Complete – lacks detail Missing 2+ items
Conduct investigation Thoroughly complete Complete – lacks detail Missing some

quantitative or
qualitative data

Total points 60 potential points



Example:






